
AI Powered Strategy Backtesting and
Forecasting Platform Neotic Integrates With
Collective2 to Provide Automated Trading

AI Powered Trading

Strategy-minded traders can now use
artificial intelligence (with no coding)
from Neotic.ai and deploy portfolios
directly to the Collective2 marketplace.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED
STATES, August 20, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Collective2
("C2"), the world’s leading trading
strategy platform and marketplace,
and Neotic, a customizable artificial
intelligence (AI) engine for backtesting
and daily forecasting, announced today
a partnership and integration that
allows Neotic users to publish AI-
created U.S. stock portfolios as
automated strategies on Collective2. 

Combining the power of AI with the
simplicity of a no-coding-required
interface, Neotic lets traders research,
design, build, and test stock strategies
using any combination of historical
prices, corporate fundamentals and
financial news.   Following the testing
phase, Neotic derived trading models
can then be connected to Collective2
for walk-forward demo trading followed by live, real-money trading at numerous support
brokers including Interactive Brokers or commission-free trading site C2BROKER. 

Collective2 COO, Roderick Casilli said “We are always looking for innovative companies that can

We are always looking for
innovative companies that
can help traders produce
edge and alpha in the
markets and Neotic is just
such a company.”

Roderick Casilli

help traders produce edge and alpha in the markets and
Neotic is just such a company.  It is especially helpful to
have new AI driven tools that give non-programmers the
ability to express their trading ideas as fully formed
strategies ready for the C2 marketplace.”

Neotic.ai CEO, Samir EL ZEIN said “We are very excited
about this partnership with Collective2, the first
marketplace for trading strategies which also offers
commission-free brokerage services. It’s about time traders
can tailor the use of artificial intelligence for their trades

without having to debug code.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://trade.collective2.com
https://neotic.ai/
https://c2broker.com/


About Neotic.ai

Created with the intention of aiding traders, brokers and hedge funds, Neotic.ai offers a
specialized value proposition for each segment. The firm is democratizing the use of artificial
intelligence in the financial markets without the need of programming languages. For more
information, please visit https://neotic.ai/

About Collective2

Founded in 2001, Collective2 is an investing website with more than 100,000 registered users.
Great traders from around the world ask Collective2 to track their trading results in real-time.
Other investors can “subscribe” to these traders, and can automatically follow their trades in
their own brokerage account. Over $75 million dollars of investor capital is linked to strategies on
the Collective2 platform. For more information, please visit https://trade.collective2.com
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